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Ground Station Failure

262

Generation Failure

85

Lifter Fail

Turbine Failure

Transmission Failure

172

56

Material thrown from turbine

871

648

Anchoring error

165

613

75

Backline Fail

Generator Control Compromised

56

689

Generation compromised

248

Efficiency reduced

480

1150

153

Turbine wobble

Transmission compromised

Lift kite position Instability

176

Lift line tension low

Top Lift function fail

Turbine integrity compromised

195

70

147

Backline Safety removed

Rotor stall ability potentially gone

Twisting Lift line

Loss of spreader circular form

Blade integrity compromised

Lift Kite in low turbulent wind

177

105

70

Compression likely on turbine ring

515

Lift Kite in unauthorised airspace

60

Potential for blade strike

Wrong data to controller

Lift kite breakaway

PTO elevation alignment error

56

60

Data recording compromised

Fire risk

14

Ground station position not fixed

285

270

Compression likely on transmission

156

162.5

Thrust transfer to ring compromised

62

546

Battery damage

PTO azimuth alignment error

164

Chain compromised

13

56

32

High degree of twist in turbine form

Transmission centre point disk snags on lift line  RPN=32

Ring connector tabs on rim wear out  RPN=28

PTO Hub buckles  RPN=24

PTO spoke and/or nipple thrown  RPN=48

Stub axle thrust bearing circlip dislodged  RPN=64

Thrust bearing wears out  RPN=36

Stub axle rusts  RPN=30

Stub axle weld snaps  RPN=16

load cell connection breaks  RPN=42

elevaiton arm conncetion breaks  RPN=32

motor mount arm welds fail  RPN=16

mount or chainring bolt fail  RPN=36

magnet too far away  RPN=18

Teeth Fatigue wear  RPN=30

Chain snaps  RPN=14

Sprocket tooth snaps  RPN=24

motor/generator overheats from too much current  RPN=42

motor/generator bearings wear out  RPN=36

motor/genertor cable wiring fault develops  RPN=72

elevation adjustment bars fall from nuts and mounts  RPN=28

initial tension may not be calibrated at launch  RPN=63

control board communicion with load cell system lost  RPN=56

load cell cable wiring fault develops  RPN=72

bolt unable to provide head movement in frame   RPN=42

frame breaks  RPN=16

motor alignment too far out  RPN=36

head spreader bolt wrong width setting   RPN=28

frame buckle   RPN=24

stitching failure  RPN=32

Sprocket teeth fatigue wear  RPN=15

Tracking wheels seize  RPN=28

all hub bolts snap or seperate  RPN=18

Bridle Point detached from lift line  RPN=5

chainring tooth snaps  RPN=24

Lift line (Bridle point to back line connection) snap  RPN=8

one hub bolt snaps or seperates  RPN=32

wheel track blocked with vegitation  RPN=42

Back line snap  RPN=14

Main Anchor total failure  RPN=36

Anchor bends  RPN=48

Back anchor missalignment with wind  RPN=70

Threaded eye bolt pulled off  RPN=8

Back anchor leaves ground  RPN=28

VESC not detecting motor/ generator parameters  RPN=72

VESC not communicating with control board  RPN=63

PTO wheel pulled from stub axle position  RPN=48

Lift line snap below top bearing  RPN=10

Water ingress into housing  RPN=42

failure to read control knob states  RPN=72

Transmission Centre point disk line snaps  RPN=42

spreader ring rod connector snap  RPN=30

spreader ring rod thrown from ring  RPN=48

software written by a neewbie  RPN=72

control board not communicating with anemometer  RPN=42

Top lifting bridle snaps  RPN=63

control board not communicating with PC  RPN=18

Top Spreader ring centre point disk jams on lift line  RPN=21

anemometer failure  RPN=28

Fuselage Blade Cuff snap  RPN=96

Fuselage body (ring tube) snap  RPN=72

wrong speed reading reported from board after voltage change  RPN=63

large current spikes on switching  RPN=63

Foam blade deterioration  RPN=60

electrical power measuring failure  RPN=42
large arking current on connection  RPN=42

blade cover film deterioration  RPN=18

blade cover film detachment  RPN=32

Carbon spar tube thrown from blade  RPN=32

Through spar retaining line snaps  RPN=28

Through spar retaining line thrown  RPN=28

Foam Blade Bridle snaps  RPN=72

Blade bridle topside spreader thrown  RPN=36

Fuselage Bonding Tape tears  RPN=36

Carbon spar tube snap  RPN=96

Ring tube cuff clasp opens  RPN=84

Ring tube cuff tears  RPN=54

Foam blade thrown from fuselage  RPN=48

Blade position inversion  RPN=56

Ring tube cuff line tab tears from cuff  RPN=24

Foam blade snap  RPN=48

Fuselage looses forward blade connection  RPN=42

Fuselage looses trailing blade connection  RPN=42

Ring tube snaps  RPN=72

Ring tube thrown from turbine  RPN=96

Ring Tube Center point disk line snaps  RPN=36

Top Spreader ring centre point lines disconnect  RPN=24

Turbine ring Center point disk snags on lift line  RPN=21

spreader sleeve opens  RPN=30

spreader tab disconnects  RPN=10

spreader ring rod snap  RPN=50

Tether line attachment rings wear or yeild to tension stress  RPN=48

Tethers between turbine rings snap   RPN=48

Lift line tension too tight inside turbine  RPN=87.5

Lift line tension too loose inside turbine  RPN=48

Tethers between turbine layers twist  RPN=72

Lift line abrasion snap above or in top bearing  RPN=72

Lifting bridle detach from small wheel  RPN=30

Bearing seizure or high friction  RPN=20

Tethers between transmission rings snap  RPN=48 Tethers between transmission rings twist  RPN=96

Back anchor connector snap  RPN=14

Back line tension too low  RPN=40

Transmission ring rod snaps  RPN=84

low lift line tension  RPN=75

Lift line Length above back line too short  RPN=32

Lift line Length above back line too long  RPN=56

Transmission ring rod thrown  RPN=48

Transmission cuff tears  RPN=63

uneven stretch  RPN=27

Bridle snap  RPN=24

Transmission tabs separate from cuff  RPN=14

Lift kite alignment error  RPN=40

Skin tear  RPN=30

Transmision end connectors separate  RPN=28


